What is MLDP?
The Manchester Leadership Development Programme is a short, flexible, ILM accredited, open leadership development course. It inspires and guides you to think creatively, organise differently and develop a mind-set which is critical for leadership.

The flexible programme can be taken:
- As a one week block over five consecutive days
- Part-time one day every other week
- Separately as individual modules for organisations looking to upskill a team in a specific area
- Online or face-to-face.

Project Management
Getting Things Done
Great leaders make things happen, but getting the job done isn’t always that easy. From people to politics, resources to risk management, how can leaders best navigate that mix of obstacles and opportunities to deliver the project?

ABOUT THIS MODULE
This one-day module takes real world examples of projects and applies the common sense, tools and theories you need to achieve results. Through the session you progress step-by-step through each stage of a project, learning valuable best practices and avoiding common pitfalls.

WHO IS IT FOR?
If you are involved with delivering a major project, reorganisation, launch, new system, infrastructure or capital project, then this practical tools-based session is essential.

HOW WILL YOU BENEFIT?
By the end of the session you will:
- Define, design and implement projects with greater confidence
- Understand project team dynamics and leverage teams for impact
- Better communicate for clearer project aims and more effective outcomes
- Appreciate your role as a leader of effective project management.

MASTERCLASS EXPERT
Dr Alec Waterworth is a lecturer in Project Management. He teaches on major client project management programmes and has a background in Quality Engineering in the oil and gas industry.

“Project management is about reducing risk, reducing uncertainty, reducing complexity and trying to ultimately enhance your chances of success.”

For information on this and other leadership modules, contact Kieran MacCourt, Business Development Manager

+44 (0) 7789 558356  kieran.maccourt@manchester.ac.uk
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